fabric & finish
selection guide
Get inspired with fabrics for every style
Whether you’re looking to coordinate one new piece with your existing décor or fully renovate an entire room, Direct Supply’s professional design consultants can help you create a sought-after look. Our experts have the design knowledge and Senior Living expertise to help you efficiently navigate your extensive selection and find the perfect furnishings, fabric and finish combinations for your space.

Call 1-800-634-7328 to take your vision to the next level with the help of our design consultants!

Fabric patterns are reduced to show the best view of each fabric. We have done our best to represent color accurately, but printing processes and lot selections vary. Please request specific fabric samples for optimum pattern and color matching.

Fabric shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.
Warm up any space with cozy patterns and textures.

- Rustic Chic
- Lake Knotting Lodge
- A. Nexus Sepia
- B. Glamour Mink
- C. Course Pebble
- D. Drift Denim
- E. Carrara Charcoal
- F. Divvy Wired
- Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics
- G. Gillingham Beguiled
- H. Wandering Grace Collins

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.

To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas® furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas® furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.*
nature-inspired shades

Create a sense of calm with natural tones. Blue reminds us of the sky and ocean, while cream and brown pay homage to the earth. Natural shades tend to have a soothing effect wherever you use them.

Heather Furness, Interior Designer II

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in senior living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.
natural beauty
Infuse nature-inspired fabrics for calm, comforting spaces.

Naval Morning Mist
a. tilt slate
b. homestead castle
c. glaze regatta
d. gamma marble
e. mantra twilight
f. willoughby pewter
g. line variations marine
h. gilded nickel

Citrus Breeze
a. reserve salvia
c. split stone
d. atoll refresh
e. schism celery
f. truvvy sapphire

Sea Breeze
a. bloom porcelain
b. pink azurite
c. inside edge dawn
d. dig dig midnight
e. pave the way fawn
f. cloud velvet slate

Twilight Waves
a. catwalk ritts
b. caressa navy
c. ephesus ink
d. contessa waves
e. brushed flannel turquoise

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas® furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.
Whether you’re replacing one piece of furniture or revamping an entire room, my team can help you coordinate your new and existing furnishings. We can also help you create different design themes and color schemes for unique atmospheres throughout your community. This differentiation can help residents and guests navigate throughout your community more easily. Work with us to create memorable design themes that appeal to your diverse resident population.

> Jeanna Swiatkowski, Design Manager
luxe textures
Select from an array of patterns and colors for immersive tactile experiences.

Jewel Toned
a. cloud velvet light mocha
b. bimini cabernet
c. chapiteau thatch
d. vero indigo
e. measure maroon
f. darning indigo
Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics®
g. truvvy stargazer

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.
Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to meet up to Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager for more info.

1-800-634-7328    directsupply.net
The fabric you choose can completely transform the style of your furniture. Mix and match furniture and fabrics from traditional to contemporary to create unique looks. Or pair like-styled furniture and fabrics to maintain a uniform look. The options are truly endless – that’s why I’m here to help you find the perfect selections for your community.

Angela Kehl, Interior Designer

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas® furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.

1-800-634-7328   directsupply.net
Lakeshore Cottage
a. cove iceberg
b. menaca doe
c. underwater pampas
 d. intaro inish cream
e. satch beetle java*
f. pasilla celestial

Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics*

f. pasilla celestial

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas’ furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.

ocean blue
Create relaxing settings with beautiful blues and gorgeous greens.

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.
Muted tones set the stage for punchy accent pieces and pops of color.

**Country Cabin Chic**
- **a.** beeline honey
- **b.** velour grove
- **c.** switchback sandalwood
- **d.** journal mahogany
- **e.** annex oyster
- **f.** amenity herb
- **g.** geode chestnut
- **h.** dahleigh sepia

**Cotton Bud**
- **a.** opus chiffon
- **b.** tabloid mercury
- **c.** melody oat
- **d.** mila linen
- **e.** vintage olive
- **f.** bellevue oxford
- **g.** guru vanilla bean
- **h.** reserve buttercream
- **i.** liliana quartz

**Earthen Blush**
- **a.** annex umber
- **b.** inside edge olive
- **c.** monti 302 malted
- **d.** shockwave bittersweet
- **e.** carrara tan
- **f.** dancing leaves gold
- **g.** nexus buttercream
- **h.** dahleigh sepia

**Peony Blossom**
- **a.** czar blossom
- **b.** ritz begonia
- **c.** moritz 302 mallard
- **d.** shockwave bittersweet
- **e.** carrara tan
- **f.** dancing leaves gold

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas® furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.*

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.
mixed materials
Choose sophisticated shades that play well with a variety of materials.

Willow Plank
a. annex honey
b. assured espresso
c. pigment icing
d. chalet tortoise
e. mandalay alchemy

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.

21
Refined Patina
a. dancing leaves silver
b. banded adoration
c. kiara graphite
d. vintage coal
e. brocade mist
f. vista peony
g. fabric nod

Royal Raven
a. chaise cobblestone
b. syllabus salt
c. exhibition 609 chinchilla
d. windsor black diamond
e. engrave metal
f. mimic truffle

define your fabric scheme

Sifting through hundreds of fabric options throughout the entire color spectrum can be daunting! Start by identifying the tones and patterns that resonate with your community’s style. Once you know what type of look you are trying to achieve, I can help you select the ideal fabric scheme for your community.

Megan Berte, Interior Designer II

Earthen Blues
a. bungalow tahiti
b. darning sandcastle
c. vintage cypress
d. cove tulle
e. pave the way sapphire
f. split varnish

Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics*
g. dahleigh perennial

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas® furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.
Copper Valley
a. movement
b. lagoon
c. cove toast
d. waverly mineral
Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics®
e. keep trails stony

Pop of Sorbet
a. motley quarry
b. cloud velvet black indigo
c. beacon fireside
d. split atlantic
e. bloom mermaid
Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics®
f. milwaukee antique

Celestial Bloom
a. role model lilacide
b. course spruce
c. epiphany sparkling
d. niles streetscape
e. nexus doeskin
f. beeline federal
Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics®
h. pasilla celestial

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas® furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.

Spruce up any space with calming shades and subtle textures.

Fabric shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.
Moroccan Estate
- linen eggshell
- brandenburg meyer lemon
- sync persimmon
- pioneer embark
- cottage aquatic
- outline resort
- geode sunkist

Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics*

Fabrics shown may require moisture-barrier and antimicrobial treatments to hold up in Senior Living environments. Contact your account manager to learn more.

*To use Maxwell Thomas® fabrics on brands other than Maxwell Thomas® furnishings, contact Direct Supply. Certain restrictions apply.

Increase visibility for aging eyes

Help residents with reduced eyesight by using a warm red color palette. Bold red and gold colors are easier for aging eyes to distinguish over pastel hues, like light blues and greens. Additionally, creating color contrast throughout your space helps differentiate between major pieces of furniture, walls, drapes and floors.

Amber Kolacki, Interior Designer

Primary I
- meander carmine
- texture stripe evergreen
- opaline charcoal
- chenille waistcoat stitch
- beeline honey

Maxwell Thomas® Fabrics*
1. indigo coastal
g. storybrooke blossom
woven performance fabrics

The look and feel of residential fabrics in a durable, woven design.

Woven performance fabrics offer the durability and style you need to look great for the long haul in demanding Senior Living environments. Many of our fabrics feature moisture-barrier, stain-resistant and fire-safe options.

For easy reference, the following pages feature woven performance fabrics arranged by pattern type.
Our wide array of fabrics offers endless options! We can help you find the right pattern and colorway to fit your community's unique look.

Jeanna Swiatkowski
Interior Design Team Lead
Direct Supply
alluring designs elevate the look of your community

need help coordinating your fabrics?

Whether you're adding to existing rooms or starting from scratch in new spaces, our expert design consultants can help you select the right fabrics for any environment.

Our team can help you create a unified and stylish look that fits your budget and meets the cleaning needs of your staff, all while increasing your community's marketability.

Contact us to get started or to request fabric and finish samples!
find quality fabrics durable enough for Senior Living

**vinyl fabrics**

Easy-to-clean vinyl looks great for the long haul

Vinyl offers supreme cleanliness and durability for your demanding Senior Living environment. It’s great for dining areas or any place where moisture or spills are particular concerns. Consider using vinyl for chair seats paired with a Woven Performance Fabric on backs for a high-style look that is functional, too.

For easy reference, the following pages feature vinyl arranged by pattern type.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Styles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Thomas® Vidalia Glider</td>
<td>#M3854 shown in 3953MG summer lighting (body) and boost start Dust (sofa)</td>
<td>vinyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcazar</td>
<td>$$$$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosshatch</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophidian</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Edge</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annex</td>
<td>$$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florin</td>
<td>$$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liberty</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outback</td>
<td>$$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parquet</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spandau</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alias</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vintage</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maxwell Thomas® Vidalia Glider #M3854 shown in 3953MG summer lighting (body) and boost start Dust (sofa)
Maxwell Thomas® Batavia Lounge Chair #2MT59 shown in essence charcoal (seat), amethyst (outside back) and dahleigh perennial (inside back) with mocha finish.
finishing touches

Explore our vast selection to find the right finishes for your community. Find close matches between various manufacturers below or request custom finishes. We can match nearly any finish – just ask!

Please note that due to different manufacturing processes, the finishes shown below may not be exact but are close representations. Call 1-800-634-7328 to request free finish samples to see your options firsthand.

Maxwell Thomas® Laminate Tabletops Tier 2

Visit maxwellthomas.com for additional finish options.

Maxwell Thomas® Thermolaminate Tabletops Tier 2

Visit maxwellthomas.com for additional finish options.

Maxwell Thomas® Occasional Tables

†Finish options vary based on collection.

Maxwell Thomas® Wood Dining Chairs

*For select Maxwell Thomas collections only.

Maxwell Thomas® Maple Tabletops and Bases

†Finish options vary based on collection.

Maxwell Thomas® Casegoods

†Finish options vary based on collection.

Maxwell Thomas® Upholstered Furniture

Maxwell Thomas® Wood Dining Chairs

Maxwell Thomas® Metal Dining Chairs

Maxwell Thomas® Laminate Tabletops Tier 1

Maxwell Thomas® Laminate Tabletops Tier 2

Maxwell Thomas® Thermolaminate Tabletops Tier 1

Maxwell Thomas® Thermolaminate Tabletops Tier 2

Maxwell Thomas® Maple Tabletops and Bases

Maxwell Thomas® Casegoods

†Finish options vary based on collection.

Maxwell Thomas® Laminate Tabletops Tier 1

Maxwell Thomas® Upholstered Furniture

Maxwell Thomas® Wood Dining Chairs

Maxwell Thomas® Metal Dining Chairs

Maxwell Thomas® Laminate Tabletops Tier 2

Maxwell Thomas® Thermolaminate Tabletops Tier 1

Maxwell Thomas® Thermolaminate Tabletops Tier 2

Maxwell Thomas® Occasional Tables

†Finish options vary based on collection.

Akin Laminate Dining Tabletops

H Contract

Hekman

Holsag

Kellex

Leisters

1-800-634-7328    directsupply.net
find on-trend quick-ship fabrics and finishes

Choose from new quick-ship fabric and finish options available on some of our top common area furniture! Select from any of the fabrics below to suit your unique style, or find quick-ship fabric schemes on directsupply.net. Quick-ship processing is available on up to eight qualifying pieces per brand, and furniture ships in just 15 business days or less!

We have an extensive selection of fabrics and finishes to choose from. For standard lead time fabrics and finishes, see pages 28 - 43.

New! Express Quick-Ship

When you choose the Maxwell Thomas® Vidalia Collection or the Maxwell Thomas® Cedarburg Recliner, your order ships within 6 days!

Choose from dejo river rock, accolade opal, milwaukee sepia and antique fabrics. Limit 5 pieces per order.

contact us today for free fabric samples!
Complimentary Virtual Design Consultations

Get professional, Senior Living-specific furnishings, fabric and finish selections for your unique community – virtually! Through virtual experiences with our Senior Living design consultants, you'll receive digital design boards with project inspiration, and virtual collaboration to define your vision and furnishings selections.

Get started by calling 1-800-893-7222 or visit directsupply.com/impressions.